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Introduction 

In the beginning, this :paper was to examine Anglo
Hanseatic commercial relations from the Treaty of Utrecht to the 
death of Henry the Seventh. A short introduction was planned 
which would give the background to this period. The introduc-
tion became this paper. Sources for the period here discussed 
are not necessarily better but they are more extensive emd more 
readily available. The introductory character of the paper can 
be seen in Chapter II which is merel:,r a long digression on the 
English and Hanseatic situations in the fifteenth cent·l'ry. Al
though it does pertain, it is certainly not necessary to a work 
of this scope. "'!.any oth::or sections of this t;rpe can easily be 
found. 

A few basic assumptions are made with :reference to 
the knowledge of the reader. In some places co;r.ments are made 
about changing trade routes or differences in commodities. The 
rise of the territorial princes of the Baltic littoral is only 
mentioned. Above all, the general character of traders, the 
uncertainty of travel by roads and sea, dishonesty, exchange 
rates, and, in fact, the whole question of instabili t~r of the 
avenues and methods of corr~erce is glossed over. This, it is 
assu.med, will be kept in mind by the reader more than it was 
by the author. The text gives an all too modern. view of the 
convenience in corr~erce. 

Along with the problem of introductor;y character is 
the fact that a large nu.mber of after-thoughts have been added. 
At times interesting, these add little, often because of their 
general tenor. The paper, vii th the help of these add.i tions, has 
become a :platform for a Earxian interpretation of fifteenth 
century English history. .Although the Conclusions claim/ a 
concept closer akin to Adam Smith and Rar~e, this is nof the 
case. Chapter III is the worst victim of this one-sided view. 
As an excuse, I can only claim the character of the sources and 
my attempt to limit the-research to the economic area. The 
Conclusions is a bad try at redeeming the failure of the earlier 
part of the text but it merely becomes ah admission of failure, :. · .:.. 
since it turns to a different, old, and rather worn interpretation 
of the problem. My original hopes(see footnote 17, Chapter V) 
were not realized. Such a treatment of the material :proved im
possible because of the nature of available material, time 
problems, and lack of facility with certain techniques. A 
discussion along the lines there outlined was to be the refuta
tion, or confirmation, of not only Postan but also Hall and all 
former scholarship on the period and topic. 

One last apology is in order. The lack of c~arity at 
many points and the inferred contredictions came out of an attempt 
to limit length. This has obviously failed but, I am sure, fur
ther treatment of many of these small points would not have been 
of great service to the reader. 





Chapter I 

German merchants were trading in the city of London 

before the Norman Conquest. The trade increased after the found-

ing of the Norman monarchy and expansion reached such proportions 

that some type of permanent trade center and permanent relationship 

became desirable. By the thir,teenth century, the most active traders 

I 
were those from Cologne and the towns of the Rhine Valley, thus 

·. este.blishing a trade which is still very important to the English 

economy. Although the Hanseatic League had not yet been formed, 

there was already some unity of action on the part of German 

merchants from the numerous and growing Imperial Free Cities of 

north Germany. .Finding a large number of common ob,jectives, these 

cities gathered slowly into a single political unit. The organiza-

tion was not formally promulgated until 1367, when a war with Den-

mark forced the towns into a singleentityJto wage war. It was 

with this war and the defeat of one of Denmark's most able kings, 

Waldemar ttAtterdag", that the cities began to realize their strength 

and also their importance to the lands bordering on the Baltic and 

North Seas. They also came to see the necessity of maintaining their 

numerous monopolies, e. g. that of the retail trade in Denmark which 
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Waldemar had tried to break. Like many organizations, however, 

the Hanseatic League became formalized only at a time when its 

vitality was showing signs of ebbing. Lubeck was the largest city 

of the League and early took the lead in all political decisions, 

often dictating policy, as early as the beginning of the fourteenth 

century. With the foundation of the Hansetag(l367), a representa-

tive body, the lead of Lubeck became more obvious and, therefore, 

more objectionable to many of the other cities. 2 

Even more important, however, the economic basis of 

Hanseatic trade was beginning to break down. In the decade 1370-

1380, six causes can be seen for the decline of the Hanse. In the 

first place, the Scandinavian countries were consolidating as national 

states and striving for economic independa1¥'e_ Secondly, the Hansa 

had established a monopoly in the Baltic of the sale of Flemish 

cloth. With the rise in English wool production, there was a --
second source for this important commodity and the destruction of 

the monopolistic situation. Thirdly, Englsih and later, Dutch ships 

began to enter northern waters to trade, endangering the Hanse 

monopoly of the Baltic carrying trade. Fourthly, in the East, a 

number of strong territorial states was growing up including the 

Teutonic Knights, Poland-Lithuania, and Muscovy. Each began to ---
threaten the Hanse not only by controlling trade throutth their 

·,, 
·~ \,] 

country but also in encouraging their own merchants. Fifthly, 

the towns of south Germany, e. g::gsburg, Ratisbofn, Nuremburg, 

etc., were offering strong competition to the Hanse towns, especially 
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in luxury goods which the former brought through Alpine passes from 

Italy. Finally, "Most serious of all for the future of the organiza-

tion, the Hanseatic towns themselves had begun to lose their sense 

of cohesion; the fears of Lubeck in particular were aroused against 

western competition in the Baltic trade, as well as against the 

t f P i 113 owns o : russ a ••• 

The word "Hanse" merely means a monopoly and the mer-

chants of north Germany had early established such a Hanse in the 

Netherlands, a factory which had the sole right of exporting cloth 

to the Baltic basin. German merchants first organized themselves 

as a unit in the Low Countries but soon found it advantageous to 

unite in other centers such as Novgorod, Bergen, and finally, in 

London. This cohesion abroad was soon followed by a cohesion at 

home, .embodied in a representative assembly, the Hansetag. The 

cities, however, from the first fell into three groups; the Rhine 

Valley tol'Jtls, led by Cologne, the Prussian and Livonian tovms, 

including Danzig, Riga, Reval, etc, and the Wendish towns, in-

eluding Stralsund, Wismar, Restock, etc.: This division was only 

natural being on a regional an9- economic basis. But it implied 

'the lack of unity which was to give the territorial states their 

ultimate victory. 

"The power of the. Hansards was political and naval as 

much as economic. They kept fleets at sea, fought battles, and 

made treaties with kings. ,A T'his was a result of an attempt to 

protect their position~ By using their vast wealth and their 

strong position, they had established extensive privileges over 
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a. period of three centuries. They discoveyed that they had to be-
- < 

cOme more than a trading body to hold onto what it had taken so 

lpng to build up. There was no question of Hanseatic power in the 

fourteenth century but this power v;as slowly chipped away at by 

various nations and forces in the fifteenth. England was merely 

one of the forces attacking the League. Looking at the problem 

from the point of view of the Ger:;;an merchants, it was a problem 

of an upstart attempting to seize their possessions of long stand-

in g. 

In the mid-fourteenth century, these problems had 

not yet crystallized and the trade of the Hanse was growing rapidly. 

This is the era of the Backstein Gotik and the construction of 

large country houses by wealthy to~~smen. And it was also at this 

time that the Hanse established her extensive privileges in Eng-

land. "England offered the cities of the Hanse y,-_a.ny diverse reasons 

to excite their ambition. Her situation, her proximity to the 

shores of Flanders and her markets, her provinces in France, the 

empire which sat on both sides of the Channel, her products, in 

particular her tin and her wools, and finally the grea.t der::1and in 

her ports for the goods of the cities of the Hanse •• " 5 The quality 

.if English wool had been well-known for over two centuries and 

J~he Cornish tin-mines were the largest source in Europe,;. "
6 

These 

were the two major exports to the Baltic. In return, the English 

bought the forest products of Prussia and Livonia; timber, pitch, 

tar, ashes, wax, and even completely constructed ships. Poland 
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and Russia had not yet become the breadbasket of Europe as they 

would in the early nineteenth century, but grain imports vrere of· 

marginal importance. 7 The Hanse was also a source for a number 

of luxury items which were brought from the Levant through the 

river valleys of Russia. Important in earlier times, this trade 

had become somewhat of a trickle by the fourteenth century. Lastly, 

the Hanse had a complete monopoly on fishing in the Sund, the strait 

between modern Sweden and Denmark. Each year the herring W•Jul d 

pass from the North Sea back into the Baltic and there be caught 

and salted by a veritable army of sailors, fishermen, and workers 

on shore. Fish was a crucial commodity to a totally Catholic Europe 

and was even more important to the lower classes since this good 

was the major source of protein in their diet. They covld not 

afford beef or pork. With a control over the supply of such a 

large number of very important goods, the Hanse could use economic 

pressure to extend their monopolies. In England, they used this 

pressure to get into a position even better than that of native 

Englishmen. 

In England, the Han:se had followed their usual plan 

o·f t:rying to gain control over both supply and also of the con-

sumer market. There were two methods for this; first of all,.to 
i" 

·establish' a depot where they could trade effectively and second, 

to gain lower customs rates than any of their competitors. They 

could not gain an absolute monopoly of retail trade as they did 

in the Scandinavian countries, partially because of the character 
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of the British economy, partially because of the distance from 

north Germany, and partially because of the already firmly established 

central government. They had been allowed by Henry the Second in 

8 
1157 to form a' local unified trading group, a Hanse, and to hold 

land in the city of London. In about 1320, they occupied a small 

piece of property just up the Thames River from Tower Bridge in 

Danegard Ward at Thames Street and Viindgoose Alley. 9 The area 

became kno~n as the Steelyard, the origin of the name not being 

clear. It included ~ large guildhall, wharves, ~~rehouses, and 

homes for the merch~s. There were no women in residence and in 

1383 there were probably approximately twenty-eight merchants 

living in the Steelyard.
10 

This was one of the four major over-

seas "factories" of the League, the others being in Bergen, Bruges, 

and Novgorod. In England, there were other similar centers in 

Bishop 1 s Lynn and Boston. 

tt;Du_ring the reign of Edward III. tho/'Hanse merchants 

were consolidating their position in England. ,,~l In bad neecJ. of 

money for his watrs in;France,the Kinggave up·a.numb~r of privileges 

for large loans. The mo§3t notable of these was the granting of 

the carta mercatoria, the merchant charter, which exempted them 

from any future customs levied by King and Parliament. This meant 

that by the beginning of the fifteenth century, native merchants 

were paying greaj:;er duties 9n goods than were the alien Hansards.
12 

For example, on exports of ~yed cloth, the English merchant was 

paying 28d per quarter, the Hansard only 24d, while other aliens 
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13 had to pay 78d. " ••• of the five branches of the customs, the 

Hanseatic s were exempt from but one permanftly(the cloth custom 

of 1347) and from one other for short periods(the tunnage and 

poundage).n14 These privileges were granted not only as an 

expedient, however. It was well-known that without agreement 

wit~ the Hanse, there would be no trade with the North. 15 The 

Hansards fully realized the strength of their position and used 

it effectively, for example, when some of their traders were 

abused at London, they complained to the government and this 

" ••• Petition.£!. the Hansards ••• in 1389 is the earliest instance 

16 
of a petition in chancery followed by a decree." The English 

government, finding itself in a rather awkward position, easily 

gave in. 

Footnotes 

1. K. Kunze, (~as~ Erst Jahrhundert der deutschen Hanse in England 
(1 91 ' p. 130. 

2. Or to put it in a phrase typical of Toynbee's Study of History, 
they traded the lute of Orpheus for the drill-master's 
swagger stick. 

3. The entire list is from E. F. Jacob, The Fifteenth Centu!Y(Oxford, 
1961), p. 356. 
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Chapter II 

tr~"l,.; 
The British economy in the beeinnin,<; of the fourteenth -

· century was a colonial one. She vras a supplier of raw rnate.rials 

to the rest of Europe, growing the grent majority of her own food, 

selling tin, iron, salt, and most important of all, wool. By the 

end of the century, however, the character of this economy had 

changed drastically. In the mid-fourteenth century there were 

but 169 rather wealthy Englif)h merchants but by the middle of the 
<>·~• .o•ltliW't.':':tT>'I.....-~~-~ 

1 next century, there were over 3000. The English merchant had 

started to take the initiative, to trade overseas, and become 

part of the economy of Europe. It is in the change from a colonial 

to an economy internationally competitive that the origins of all 

the difficulties with the Hanse are to be found. The causes of 

the shift are numerous. 

"From a geographical point of view, for purposes of 

foreign trade, medieval England was not a single nation but a 

group of districts each dominated by a great seaport, such as 

2 
Bristol, Southampton, London, or Hull." With the English merchant 

learning more of interregional trade and seeing that there was a 
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good deal of money to be made in it, this changed. By the time 

of King Edward the Fourth, England does not have what can be cal-

led a fully integrated national economy but regular contacts between 

3 areas were more than common. Accompanying this was a shift from 

· an economic policy, municipal in character, to a more national one. 

nThe major change in the character of English trade 

~uxing the fifteenth century is the growth in the export of cloth 

and.miscel].aneous merchandise in contrast to the export of wool. 

Decline in the latter began in the second half of the fourteenth 

century. 114 (See accompanying chart.) .Cloth had been produced for 

/! , a long time in England, as early as the tv;elfth century, " ••• but 

it is to Edward III that we owe the impetus that would eventually 

pl~ce England at the .head of the wool-manufacturing states." 5 He 

brought men out of }!,landers, experts in cloth prodv ction, to work 

in E:ngland. Also, by various measures, the King discouraged the 

export of raw wool and promoted the export of cloth. The invention 

of the fulling-mill in the thirteenth century meant that production 

would be cheaper near rapid streams, giving England a compar'ytive 

advantage over the Low .Countries. "But the decline of Flemish 

industry was already beginning in the fourteenth century, fostered 

by internal social struggles in cloth towns, by constant warfare 

in which they were involved, and finally by English competition."
6 

The problems of Flanders were not that extensive anrl they did have 

long experience in cloth production. However, this combination 

of factors was enough to England the needed advantage and make the 
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finishing of raw wool profitable. 

The English kings in thif:l period were pursuing a primitive 

buillionist policy and saw in increased production at home an o:p-

purtunity to keep gold and silver in the country. They were trying 
' 
:to force. the more weal thy Flemings to pay for finished English goods 

. . 7 
in spe.c~e. The policies of much of the reignsrof Edward III. arid 

, Richard II. maintain this basic tenor. There was continued stimula-

tion of "infant" industries and obvious attempts to keep precious 

metalsin the country. Other industries promoted included the 

I' finishing of other raw materials and certain goods for domestic 

t~ co~~~~"'~"on, such as grain, so that England would no longer have 

,~-~ ' to import them:"···-

c\t}' t/'r /,~The later Middle Ages witnessed the triumph in English 

~t'··' '·,~/"' commerce not only of English cloth but also of English merchants. 11
'
8 

,;l't r 1, These men were highly independent and had long ago established 

' '.\(.f themselves as sepe~$e. from the rest of the corranunit;y. The mer

chant class was of good size and possessed the enterprise and will 

to take a leading part ~l'l the implementation of such a policy. 
,::;rr./'< 

In fact, because of ,,Jf ••• the development of the English trading 

spirit the kings tre obliged more and more to curtail the privileges 

of the League~ "'fmd, for that matter, all foreign traders • 

.. rng the thirteenth centur;y most of the foreign 

trade of ~ngland was in the hands of aliens, whom the En~lish mer

chant welcomed so long as they made no attempt to deal retail a~ 
/ 

were kept in a pOsition entirel;r subordinate to Englishm~ 
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The merchant class before the time of Edward the Third dealt 

mostly in local eoods but the imperial policy of the Plantagenets 

had channeled a number of them to France and Ireland to trade. 

With slight improvements in shipping, such as improved sails so 

a ship could sail closer to the wind and improved rudders, 

greater distances were possible. An indication of the growth of 

trade into the fifteenth century is the great number of com-

11 mercial treaties which arJpeared. 

Over this long period the merchants had been building 

up a surplus of capital and with the policies of the fourteenth 

century which strove for a greater concentration of money inside 

Eng~ap.d, they were aided. It is hard to say what was the cause 

bf the increased wealth of merchants in this period. Possibly 

it was the initiative of the men themselves, or government legis-

lation or an overall increase in production throughout Europe or 

the greater profit gained from the finishing of the wool which 
), 

· "·"' had forme rely been sold as a raw rna terial overseas. Undoutl:!dly 
J "ii-· ·r--

, ~ ' ... ·? t was a· combination of these different factors. Like any modern 
'I" ;;;...·--''.t'' ,i. r' ·c , 
~<~"" , ·u!~ colonial sta~e trying to eme1ge into an industrial one, there 

'1/1'1."1'' ' •• tl" \ .-·~ th . t t 1 1 (~ h d t 11 · 1 t'-~ ',l.s e necessl. y no on y of c~.J?~ tal but a so t e nee o se 
.IJ"'V-,· tt~'·l.c /\ 
~f , • .._ .. 

(II./' more ab:t:'<?l:t~-jh.CJ!.U...:they buy. This implies an austerity to be shown 
· v~;t/·""'1 

~ 

' ·\f"t' 
~ 

by her conm1mers and initiative arnone; her merchants and entrepre-

;! 
f\ .. neurs. 'l'herefore, over this long period when England broke av;ay 

jj"'' l ~·' f' ,·- '\'- \ from a colonial style economy .wunder which she had labo~r~d since...-
tl ·- ' 

.,..v"""l' it the time of the Danish invaisions, all of these factors must 
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have com~ into play. All of them appear as important factors in 

the later' problems of the Hanse. 

One more manifestation of growing English independence 

.and also an increase in capital stock should be mentioned: piracy. 

"'l'he general conditions of state, society, and business during the 

:ea:rly as well as later Middle. Ages make piratical activity relatively 

safe and profitable."12 By out and out international theft, many 

Englishmen found themselves rather wealthy. Since no government 

had ~.standing navy, the only defense against pirates was ~y the 

arming of the merchant ships themselves. "It often happened, 

moreover, that the relations with foreign powers were so doubtful 

.that the sea-rover might find an easy excuse, if, having taken the 

law into his own hands, he made an unfortunate mistake."
13 

The 

main center of piracy was in the many coves and estuarys in the 

South-\\est, a relatively poor district which opened directly on 

the rich shipping lanes of the English Channel. Piracy became 

. \ . 
a major problem since many ships of ihe Hanse fell pr~ to these 

Cornish and Devonshire pirates and the League went to the central 

government for satisfaction. 

, .. 
In 1313, there was on ....... major trading organiZcltion in 

England, the Merchant Staple:rs. In this year they were organized 

along the lines of the London Hansards. 14 Their position was 

confirmed in " ••• the great commercial code--the Statute of the 

Staple, 1353."15 which became a statement of policy for one hun-

dred years. They were something lfke a guild in that they were 
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given a monopoly of trade by the Crown for greater ease in taxation. 

Their monopoly was specifically over the greatest source of 

English overseas revenue, the trade in raw wool. By the turn of 

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, however, a number of 

other goods had been added to those which the Staple and only the 

Staple could export. These included hides, butter, cheese, tin, 

and lead,
16

i. e. many of England's major export goods. They were 

not concerned purely With a single commodity trade17 but were 
( 

interested in concentrating overseas trade and uhing their power 

as a group to guarantee better conditions for their trade. 18 Their 

advantages were so great that, " ••• the merchant trading with the 

Continent could bring to bear at one time and place the force of 

a greater demand and a greater supply than the home trade could 

concentrate in any sphere except building and the corn trade."19 

"But the Staple was primarily a financial agent. It furnished the 

machinery for supervising the export of wool, and thus was a check 

upon the frauds of the customs officers; it also, for much of the 

time it was located in Calais, was directly responsible for the 

collection and disbursements of all the customs on staple mer

chandise."20 

Exports by the Staplers centered in London and New-

castle, the rflormer having much the larger sharec The center on 

the Continent was first established at Bruges but due to confusion 

and numerous wars, was finally settled at Calais in the early 

fifteenth century. During the reign of Edward the Fourth, there 
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were about three hundred Staplers at Calf!,is. 21 The income from 

taxes on the trade went directly to the Calais mint where it was 

coined to be used to pay the Calais garrison. This made possible 

the quick and timely payment of troops, a necessity considering 

the charaeter of military manpower of the period. 

The system, however, was never very efficient. Smug-

gling was not that difficult since there were not many checks on 
o. 

'traders who, although not in the Staple, wanted to trade with 

the Continent. The king had a habit of granting licenees to 

favourites or selling them for cash to people who wanted to trade 

outside the Staple. This became so common that in 1449, Commons 

passed a bill urging the king to grant no more licences for evad-

22 ing the Staple. 

While the Staplers were carrying on this rather standard 
. 

trade, due to the great changes in England's internal economy, a 

new group of merchants arose. These were the companies of Mercers 

and Merchant Adventurers. The term Merchant Adventurer 11 
••• was 

applied generally in the later middle ages to any merchant engaged 

in trade overseas whose business was not that of the Staplers ••• 

but the newer trade in English cloth. tt 23 These rnen began to 

gather together in local organizations in each port, forming 

societies similar to that of the Staplers. It was not until the 

reign of Henry the Seventh, however, that they formed a nnited 
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national unit. 24 They did demonstrate throughout the fifteenth 

century a modicum of united action and this was the source of a 

large part of their sucess. The group in London was by far the 

largest while there was·a number of smaller companies such as 

those at York and Newcastle which were important. The Merchant 

Adventu:rers kept their privileges in England of monopoly, to 

some extent, of export of wool~ cloth u.~til 1688, when in two 

paragraphs all this was swept away. The, given in the Act was ,, 
' \ 

'
1 
••• for the better Encouragement of the I/ianufactl;res as well 

as the Growth of Wooll ••• " 25 
'} 

"The mark' of ~glish active trade lay in business with 
~,~-i'l 

the 
26 

Netherlands.n The Merchant Adventurers, realizing this, 

established a center for trade in the Low Countries and set up 

y" 
a government with a govenor and aldermen to rule over the merchants 

overseas. The·major market was moved a number of times but 

finally, in the latter half of the fifteenth century, settled in 

Antwerp. They were in Bruges in 1407, by 14Z7 in Bergen and by 

the end of the century taking the 1:edi terranean trade away from 

the Genoes .. ·and Venetians. 27 

The J!..erchant Adventurers were ridinc the crest of a· 

wave of change in the European economy. The older trade routes 

were d,.isappearing and_ the older cornmodi ties were being replaced. 

·They also found themselves in the more prosperous and grovving 

part of the N.etherlands. Following these trends, they obviously 

had to come into conflict with the older forces present. Finding 
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commerce with the Nethel'lands profitable, they turned to other 

r 
areas for further opputur.lties. As early as the mid-fourteenth 

i. 
centur.y, there were English ships going to Prussia and in the 

early fifteenth to Iceland. The North Sea offered great pos-

s~bilities for the sale of cloth, not to mention other commodities, 

as the Ransards had shown. It was this organization of IJ!erchant 

Adventurers, and not the :Merchant Staplers, who in their earliest 

d~ys, lacking any s~t of formal organization, that began to 

attack the monopoly of the Hanse in their homeland, in the Baltic 

and North Seas. Therefore, u ••• by the middle of the fifteenth 

·century there were four groups handling British trade; first the 

Staplers, second the exporters of'cloth and other commodities, 

conveniently termed Merchant Adventurers, third the Hansards, and 

last the non-Hanseatic a1iens." 28 

In the end of the fourteenth century, British ships 

first appeared in the Baltic. The first attempt was to get a 

.£oothold at Bergen. .In the first decade of the fifteenth century 

the colony of English merchants there was burned and its members 

killed byHanse pirates. This raid ended the first move of Eng

lishmen against the Hanse monopoly. 29 Destinations then generally 

became the ports of Prussia and the lands of the Teutonic Knights. 

The chief port of the trade was Danzig, located on the south shore 

of the Baltic, legally inside the Kingdom of Poland but a Ranse 

town. The route used was a direct one, through the Sund. The 

commodities were those which had long been exchanged between 
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England and Prussia; cloth for sylvan products. The difference 

was that no longer was the wool shipped by Hansards to Flanders 

to be finished and then taken by these merchants to Prussia via 

HaJnburg and Lubeck for exchange but that finished cJ.oth wets shipped 

by Englishmen directly to the Baltic basin. Now t:te Hanseatic 

monopoly was threatened. "The Hanse aimed at keeping the Baltic 

under its control, and the Englsih.were not satisfied with the 

.state of things ••• " 30 

English merchants woon took up permanent residence in 

Prussia to act as traders and from this a new concept emerged. 

They found that they were ill-treated and ill-protected by the 

local government. Finding themselves at a disadvantage with 

respect to the Hanse merchants, they asked for what they termed 

"reciprocitytt, that is that English merchants should receive the 

same rights in Danzig, the center of their trade, as the Hansards 

did in London. The majority of Merchant Adventurers a:ctive in 

this trade were from London so that, to them, this did not seem 

an unfair demand. 

u ••• English merchants in Prussia and the 
Hanse towns found themselves at a disadvantage 
and exposed to loss, because there was no 
proper authority to regulate their officers 
and settle disputes among them; they elected 
a ~r whose authority was confirmed by 
Richard in 1391. Subsequently Henry IV. ern
powered the merchants tradine; in those parts 
to meet together and elect govenors who should 
not only have authority in quarrels which arose 
among the English themselves, but should have ¥ .. • 

power to arrange disputes between English and 



foreignmerchants and to secure redress for 
any inj~i7 that .might be done in foreign 
parts." 

19 

Such a system of government did not effect the greatmajority of 

Hanse towns and even the purchase of two warehouses by the English 

community in Danzig was of little importance to any German mer-

chants except those directly involved, i. e. the traders of Prussia. 

The rules and government established were for the protection of 

both seller and buyer as wit~ most medieval guilds but the Prussian 

reaction was one of fear. They saw only a pocket of foreigners 

being set up in their midst. This fear caused the first of a 

series of "naval" v.rars V':hich were to last until the Peace of Utrecht 

of 1475. The war was in actuality continuous and it was not until 

the concessions granted by Edward the Fourth that anything but a 

short truce existed. 

The towns of Prussia turned to their most effective 

form of reprisal, the boycott. No English goods were to be bought 

by ·any Hanse tovm after 1404, the other towns agreeing only because 

o;f English piracy which had enraged them, but they enforced it only 

half-heartedly. However, the boycott was dropped intthe next year 

when the city of Danzig signed a treaty with the English in which 

they recognized the doctrine of reciprocity. HThe formula of the 

~nglit:J.h 'rights' was toovague to give complete satisfaction to 

the English but .it was sufficiently vague to alarm the Prussia.ns u
32 

This had not been a contest between the whole Hanse and England 

but just one part of that large group of commercial towns. It had 
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been indecisive and so conflict began again almost irmnediately. 

There was some success in keeping the contest from open 

was until the third decade .of the fifteenth centv,ry but in 1430, ...,.._, 
·Parliament passed a new tunnage and poundage, doubling the amount 

due from the Hansards. Although not in violation of the carta 

me.rcatoria, the bill was certainly contrary to the charter's 

spirit. To add to this, Englsih piracy had not abated during this 

brea.thing space. The Ransards sent a delegation to London in 1434-

1436 to gain redress. This grcup sought compensation for damages 

to goods and ships by pirates and also for breaches of old privileges 

by the Eng~~~h government. The Hanse's position was weak. They 

still did not offer a united front and their problems elsewhere 

were numerous. They once again had to give in to the Englsih and --in 1437 granted them a long list of concessions including the 

allowing of the new tax, no debt for damages was to paid unless 

it existed before 1409, reciprocity was reaffirmed, and a charter 

equivalent to the carta mercatoria was given English merchants in 

Hansa towns. 33 The treaty, however, was never confirmed by either 

the city of Danzig or Prussia. This vra.s the high point of the 

English corrrmercial position with respect to the Hanse. The trend 

changed from th2s time on and to the reign of Henry the Seventh 

it is. all toward a resurrtfa~ce of Hanse strength. 

Short mention should be made here of the trade wiih 

Iceland. This commerce was a Hanse monopoly carried on from Ber-

gen. The island was a possesion of the King of Norway who was also 
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the King of Denmark. Beginning in the year 1412 English ships 

appeared off the coast of Iceland to fish and to trade with the 

. h b. 34 J.n a J. tants. This could only mean trouble with both the factory 

at Bergen and the King of Denmark since both profited greatly from 

the monopoly held by the H&nsards. English merchants until the 

mid-fifteenth century had perfect freedom in trading with Iceland 

since neither the king nor the League was able to enforce the laws 

excluding them. The Danish t:ing was in a bad position since he 

was deeply indebted to the League but felt he should try to 

decrease German control over his country's commerce. A comprimise 

was finally arrived at in the rign of King Ed·ward the Fourth when 

Englishmen were allowed to go to Iceland only if they bought a 

licence from the King of Denmark. This gave the latter much 

needed revenue but the Englsih disliked the limitation on their 

trade. 35 Bristol was the major center of this trade to the is-

land and, through these difficulties, became somewhat anti-Hanse. 

Peace seemed to be restored by 1462 but inside six years the 

'problem flared up again. 
$( 

The major issues remained unsettled and the underlying 
L ·' ;/\ .. t".) . hostility awaited some spark. The constant pressure for higher 

~$,<~":~·~ \' tariffs on the Hansards exerted by the lords around the king in-
, ,' , 1,•!"~ '""'"""'"'''~"·-"~~.,,,--: ...... -,.,...',.:;;,•'fl'71~1\~'1,:'•~-""'".;>S,l'<-l".':'~<c"<~r;:;t 
:~·" /" 
;;~':.>,,.)~ creased this hostility. Cause for war was given on 23 May, 1449, 

when the great Bay salt fleet of one hundred and ten ships going 

from the· Bay of Biscay through the English Channel to Hamburg and 

.Lubeck was captured by Englsih privateers, the ships being afterward ,. 
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treated as prizes. 36 The great majority of these ships were owned 

by Lubeck and they were crucial to the economy of the Wendish towns 

Siuce they offered the material for the salting of the herring 

catch from tpe Sund. Such a direct challenge to the lifeline of 

Lubeck could.notbe allowed to go unpunished. " ••• now a single 

stl'Oke put Lubeck in Danzig's place as England's implacable foe." 37 

The contest became a limited undeclared naval war between the two 

but with both maintaining their trading positions in the other's 
,~~-.. 

domains. Each sep~~te incident brought claims of violFtion of 
~f 

treaties and demands for compensation. It was not above the 

Hansards to seize ships but the English were by far the greater 

violafe·l~' of whatever peace existed. This may, however, have 
I 

been due to the fact that there were more Hanse ships available 

for capture than English ones. Another reason is that given the 

opinions of merchants in Eng1and and the uneasy political situation, 

a member of the aristocracy could gain prominence by attacking a 

ship of the Hanse, for example, Richard, Earl of Warwick. The 

~"I;ingmaker was shipped off as "Chief Captain to guard the sea" 
~\: 

after January, 1458, in somewhat of an exile. He turned the office 
....;....... ... '~ 

into an important one by expanding the navy and taking aggressive 

action in the Narrow Seas, seizing a number of Spanish and Italian 
/' 

ships in May of the same year and engaging a)Y.: .• great fleet of 

Hanseatic vessels from Lubeck/
8 

in July. He captured five of 

these ships and took them into Calais. Although this was a flag-

grant violation of a commercial treaty, a minor truce, signed just 
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two years before, this did not stop the enterprising young Viarwick. 

He had no legal right to attack the SrJanish and Italian ships either. 

"This ••• naturally made Warwick popular with merchants and sailors, 

but it was less liked at ·westminster ••• n 39 Lubeck naturally com-

plained and a board was set up to investigate the Ilroblem. But 

Warwick wa.s too important a figure and the board was packed with 

his political enemies. After an attempt to murder him on his first 

visit to the investigations, he never appeared again. 

Appendix 

Some mention should be made of the constitutional 

weakness of the Hanse. 11 
••• the Hanse is nei the~:· company, guild 

nor corporation. It is rather a 'firm confederation' of cities, 

towns, and communities, for the furtherance of trade and for the 

suppression. of pirac:y ••• n 110 rrhe organization had no common seal' 

no Hanse Council and no regular assemblies, just meetineffor 

special purposes. Lubeck was the largest city and commanded the 

greatest respect but this town's wealth and, with it, power was 

.diminshing throughout the fifteenth centLry due to the changing ___.....,. 
character of trade and its routes. There was no smooth constitu-

tional system for legislation and no organ to carry it out. It 
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is doubtful that even if a majority was reached whether the 

"' minor~ ty would follow. The representative assembly, the Hanse-

' 

tag, was irregularly held did not have the povrer to tax but 

could demand contributions from the towns for various purposes. 

'r.hey were not a land power so that a city, unless it was an Imperial 

FreeCity, had two obligations; one to the Hanse and a second to 

its prince. The system did not work badly in the earlier days 

when prob~ems were clear cut and the sources of Hanseatic pros-

perity were rather common to all the tovms. Add to this that in 

the fotlrteenth and fifteenth cenh'ries, the North German cities 

suffered_ a population loss overall of about 20% due to plagues. 41 

The greatest problem was that this combine was merely one of 

convenience, as is any unity among businessmen, and V\rith each 

searching for the greatest profit for himself and eJ:tch town 

looking for the best possibilities for itself, and as soontas 

the convenience ended, the combine ended. In 1451, Lubeck declared 

a naval war on England but her privateers did more damage to 

friendly and neutral shipping. The other towns did nothing 

42 and such indepenclant action was not uncommon. The llmlandfahrt, 

used extensively after the mid-fourteenth century avoiding J,vbeck 

and, later, the :Bergen monopoly, sailing directly from, say, 

Danzig to London, 43 is a good example. Lubeck and all the V:endish 

towns were hurt by this but had no power to stop it(and really had 

no justification since they cculd appeal to no national pride). 

The temper of the age was nationalistic but to this emotion the 
., . .,.,1o' ,.,,...,._.,.,..,..,...,_.,..:. •• ,,.,,w,••v';<W"..,,.,1><>("/V'·¥1''.'•4"-•l#f-"'t,"''i.,;+o 
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Hanseatic League as a political unit could not appeal. ", •• v.rith 

the tightening up of poli ticc.l organization in the I a ter l<iiddle 

Ages, this looseness became more and more of a disadvantage. 

Against an impotent government in a country where municipal 

jealousies still raged the Hansards could do well enough, but they 

were not sufficiently organized to contend against a strong 

nation state of the more modern type." 44 England was in the 

exact opposite position. 

11 A new social order had thrust itself up in the 

world between knight and peasant, the townsmen and ;yeomen-gentcy,. 

on whom Edward IV and his successors grounded their powerful 

rule." 45 The character. of the entire nation had changed greatly 

due to this change in social relationships. 11 Increasingly anti-

clerical and bitterly anti-French, exuberantly conscious of it

Li6 
self, J<~dward the Fourth's England had become England." · 
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Chapter III 

In 1461 the entire complexion of the situation was 

cha:n§'e·d by the deposition of Henry the Sixth and the assertion 

by the Duke of York of royal authority. Althouch, his position 

" was none too strong, he was the Kine and this altP.red the entire 

s,i t1).a tion vlith r·espect to the Hans e. Edvvard was quite a different 

personality from his predecessor. The new king inherited a war. 

fJ'he · Sund had, been closed to English ships~ and Lvbeck had declared a 

boycott of all English goods, the latter being only effective in 

the \fiendish tO\rns and>·' to some extent, in Prussia. 
1 

Edward the Fourth early became knovm a.s the merchant 

king. He was an Adventurer himself and " ••• the son of a Londoner\ 

and listened readily to their wishes. "2 
As an individual, :B:clward 

was rather intelligent, ag~Tessive, not at all lacking in person-

ality, a definite improvement over Henry. Like most men who rise 

to high office in times of political turmoil' he was something of 

an op.;;;rist. He fully realized how lucky he had been to gain 
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~~ 
. Jf"• · •... •the throne and did not hesitate to reward those who stood with him, 

·. ~.? was talented politically, !~!~of a master of double-talk, 

and understood most situations clearly and quickly. A man on 

such a shaky throne might have been tempted to act conservatively 

but Edward felt the best policy was one in which he took the lead. 

Only vd. th his final victory after the Readeption did he show signs 

of slowing the pace. 
\ ,r·,... 

All in all, Edward fit rather well into this changing 

England, much more so than his predecessor. A contemporary account 

typifies him as " ••• diligent, ••• he restored his kingdom to prosperity, 

h , 1 . a· . "3 ••• lS rue was JU 2c2ous ••• He was careful with his revenues 

and did increase the volume of trade. Not only the government 

,bllt he personally were both rather prosperous at his death. He, 

in fact, was able to do without any Parliamentary grant of ex

troidinary customs from 1475 to 1483. 4 Although personally agi~-

.~ive, he does not seem to have been interested in new forms or 
~-.. 

methods but in the better exploitation of those already established. 

Fodern scholarship would tend to give the first Yorkist king a 

great deal of credit for este.blishing peace and stability, paving 

the ~~y for the settled century of the Tudors. 

In his succesful usurption of the throne, Edward had 

been greatly aided by the citizens of London. They were happy to 

dispose of an administration which was more influenced by revenues 
("c.' ' 

than benef~o native merchants. The new king found himself 

deeply ind.ebted to the. most anti-Hanse city in the country, 

r 
·'. 
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indebted to a Parliament generally representing economic national-
~~~~.!I\$>~AM>l,.:,,-~~-!Zw.-,:n. 1,~~ .• ,·:.;;..t, •. ,._,,~, ,-.,~ 

ism, and indebted to a group of bureaucrats(those hadling the col

lection of tariffs)who strongly favored the exclusion of German 

merchants. "Besides the gain which he ma'de by his own commercia.l 

undertakings, EdwaJd IV. obtained large pecuniary supplies at 

various times in the form of loans from the merchants and mer

cantile communi ties.~.'' 5 Although these loans came from many 

s•_urces, the largest part came from London, putting him in actual 

monetary debt to these men. Edward's interest is obvious when 

one cons:!i:ders the numerous commercial treaties dating from his 

reign. They " ••• are to be considered as evidences, not so much 

, .. of any peculiar attachment to the inteTests of trade in that 

prince ••• ·as of the importance which it had now acquired in the 

public ef3timation ••• "
6

, this interest being in the expansion of 

trade. These treaties include those with Denmark(l465), Brittany 

(1466, 1468), Oastile(l466), the Netherlands(l467, 1~78), and 

the Haru3e towns(l475). 

In the first part of his reign, Edward stalled the 

Hanseatic towns. He took action, however, which was certain to 

aggravate the problem. He, in lil62, " .•• issued a new charter to 

the company@! Merchant Adventurer~ which gave them all they 

wanted. They were permitted to draw up ordinances in order to 

govern all trade vvi th the Low Countries, except that in wool and 

tin; and every English m·?rchant ex:porting or importing in the 

dominions of the Duke of Burgundy was required to pay them a fee 
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and submit his business deals for their approval. tt 1 The Mer-

chant Adventurers, in fact, became some'!!h,§.t the "partners" in 
,_.,.._..,._,.Wf'' c 

the foreign policy of the king. In 1463, Parliament passed 

two bills which were of grave importance to foreign traders. The 

first stated that, "Crafta~en ••• cannot live by their skill 

because of foreign competition. The importation of a long list 

of manufactttred articles is therefore prohibited."B The aecond 

was a law of general scope concerning the importation of grain. 

"It stated that the laborers and occupiers of husbandry in Eng-

land were dai;J..y put to grievous loss by the importation of corn 

from other lands, and that this was especially the case when 

corn grown in England was at low prices,n9 The bill, therefore, 

excluded foreign wheat, rye, and barely from England, Viales, and 

Ireland. Although it was not yet standard policy to promote 

England to grow enough grain for her own consumption, there was 

a feeling that this was wise. This ended immediately the often 

lucrative trade the Hansards carried ''on in bringing wheat from 

Poland. None of these ~hree acts was directed solely against the 

Hanse but they could have but one effect. The League was being 

challenged, being, in part, locked out of the English trade. To 

add to this, the government had had shown it was s trc·ngly in 

favour of the Merchant Adventurers, the combatants of the Prus-

sians for the trade of the Baltic's south shore. "To their dis-

mey, the Hansards found that the privileges which they had en-

joyed during the reign of Henry VI, and during many preceding 
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\~. ~vr' hroeuignseso,fwere regarded as can,celled by the overthrow of the 

< ~ Lancaster and that, in consequence, the~r were at the 

Al· mercy of the new king."10 With the naval war stil1 in progress, 

it was merely a mattex· of time until Edward's policy would 

attack the Hansards directly and cause a war of 
I!" ' 

greater scope 

than ever before. He was given the oppurt~tity 
~ 

in 1467-1468 
A 

he signed a thirty year truce with the Duke of Burgundy {~aran~ 

teeing the latter prince's lands would be opened to English 

11 
trade. The King was now free to attack the Germans. 

The other major factor in the precipitation of the 

war was the rampant anti-alien feeling so comrr,on in England at 

this time. "Alien merchants were regarded with suspicion, dis-

d · a · ht · a· t· " 12 a1n an ;t':lg eous 1n 1gna 1on Granted the least unpopular 

were probably the Germans, but they were still aliens. The 

more common victim~~ of this feeling were the Italians and 

Flemings. The latter had lone been in L;ndon and other towns 

and had been attacked by large crowds, especially during times 

of depression when many unemployed labourers were roaming the 

streets. These riots were often extended to foreigners dwellings 

which were burned. The dislike of aliens was openly stated, for 

example by Parliament in 1455. "The reign of Henry VI witnessed 

a steady i!).crease of hostility towards the Italians in London, 

re~ching its zenith during the years of commercial depression in 

the mid-fifteenth century, when the weak rule of the last Lancas-

trian king could no longer curb it or give adequate protection 

1 
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. to the aliens. 1113 King Edvvard did restore order and end attacks 

on foreign mel·chants. They were not stopped completelyJ however, 

'and a mob tired to storm the Steelyard as late as the reign of 

14 ";/ ;7. ' me~"'c~n?'f ,{;.-ey..tr tJJ';Ie.~ ;"',{!;>~· 
Henry the ,Seventh(l4<?3). z~ ,...,~::;~ # c' . ./n ~..,h..,/ h>PI'¢'1'le~* 

1J;? lv!~ t:.•V.It:. ';<!!..J/JM31 J,j;"/;'&,s a.~~- v .P.r-, e/ /n "',.!~ I' I"' C: ""' , 

~ ._$-?4 /,u .s~Jf«t::4.n.e. ~-'t;Y"'"' I)§ J'a,_Ji',{..,.,..p,,.,. 
· · The most often given reason for the general freedom 

of the Hansards from attacks such as this is the chnracter of 

thei:r trad.e. Contemporary English economic thought, such as it 

'was, claimed that the Hanseatic trade wa.s beneficial in that it 

brcught necessities, goods in common use to the kingdom. On the· 

6ther hand, the Italians were thought bad since they exchanged 

only luxuries such as specially made cloth, precious stones, 

and other frivolities for the J;roducts of England. Although 

relatively less disliked, the Hansards did not have the position 

of being considered a necessity to society and, especially in 

London, the was widespread animosity. In :fact, " ••• London 

merchants were the only really steadfast supporters of the sea-

war with the Hanse, 1468-74. Otherwise, the Easterlings were 

quite cheer:f'ully tolerated."l6 Edward put an end to such riots 

in 1461 but found that he could let them start again just as 

easily. Though such riots were greatly feared by such men 

as merchants, they became a crude but effective weapon. 

Before entering on the chronicle of the wa.r with the 

Hanse which was to continue with full force to the Peace of Utrecht, 

the origins of English policy should be questioned. The King is 

still, by far, the greatest figure in any policy decision. 
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a.sser.ted itself as the more prominent house of Par;,;. 

lia.ment but its powers ~not clearly defined and there is no 

attempt, in fact no conception, of this body actingas a check 

on the king's power. The bureaucrats, the implementers of policy, l~li 

have estab1ished themselves as a continuing facet of governrllent 

and t:qey did have a tendency to administer as their own i.n:t~I>~ts 
. ·- -.~·-""'"'"'"~····''·'" ... ~'""·'·''·~·:--

dictated. "As a result of the decline of the Church, the spread 

of education and the rise of the middle classes, the lay lawyer 

and civil servant ••• of the fifteenth century replaced the medieval\ r
clerk as the managing force of the realm."l1 The collectors or 

surveyors of customs dues are an excellent example of this trendl 

Their concept of prosperity was one in which the merchants were ~ 
well-off. These men seem to have been of little importance 

while their attitudes and the effect of their action will never 

be known since records are few. 

The activity of ~arliament, however, has been recorded. 

The law merchant had been established as an entity seperate from 

the common law as 

until 1353 by the 

early 

gr~e 
,, .... -.~---

as the twelfth century but it was not 

Statute of the Staple that the tarlia.ment 

conferred statutory recognition on the law merchant and thereby 

br· ught the whole of this Tart of the law into its pal.e. 18 By 

the fifteenth century it was accerted that any facet of the law 

merchant could be overridden by a statute. "The Parliamentary 

Commons of Edward IV. and Richard III. and Henry VII. busied them

selves with all manner of economic legislation. '119 The real power 

i 
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. .r 
of Commons lay, however, in their ability to rurmend bills and 

to force the king to make concessions since they had the right 

to vote or deny the annual tunnage and poundage. The poundage 
"' 

was an ad valo'tJh or percentage tax while the tunnage was a 

specific tax on each tun of wine imported. Both were charged 

the port of entry. Evolution of the nature 6f policy is shown 

by the cloth custom of 1347 which the King was forced to levy 

by the king-in-council and not the king-in-rarliament, the 

latter body having oprosed it. "The motive of the king in 

levying this due was simply to raise revenue, even at the expense 

of domestic industry. 1120 The concept of these dues changed , 

gradually and by 1461 they had reached the level of thA modern 

war tax. "Lik,e taxes in modern war-time, they were charged in 

relation to their revenue-yielding capacity and their utility 

in international affairs."
21 

The Commons had power in that 

it could block such tariffs. In 1465, Edward asked for certain 

increments in the tunnage and poundage and this was granted but 

only after the King agreed to certain actions to make Calais 

22 
·more defendable. 

In the great majority of bills appearing in the entire 

fifteenth century concerning the traJ'ie of aliens, the Corr.mons takes 

the initiative in the drive toward excluding these people. In 

lLj 53-54, the Parliament took it upon itself to pern:anetely double 

all rates of duty charged to aliens. 23 But both Crovm and Parlia-

ment both jealously guarded the right to exclude any article of 
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1465, the .Duke of :Burgundy excluded all imports from England(the 

di~pute<.flere mentioned was settled in 1467-8)and the Parliament 

immediately responded by passing a bill suspending imports from 

Burgundy, .The King amm~f~d the bill calling for the exemption 

"'V of the Hansards from this boycott and this was approverl by Com

.-·r-.J···/" ;~ ~ -mons. 25 With such matters, there seems to have actually been some-
'· ' '\:()4.'1~ 

~~~" .... ' r ;j:hi ng 0~ a log-rolling arrangement be tween king and parliament' 

, wj,th each granting so much of the other's request if the grahfer 

received certain concessions. 

"In actual fact tbe restrictions upon aliens seerr, to 

have been unenforced b~r the Crown during the fifteenth century, 

and numerous complaints vrere raised against the attitude of the 

king.n
26 

The CalJse for this was each monarch's desire to raise 

revenue for the One Hundred Year's War. After the conclusion 

of that contest, this rationalization disappears. Both King and 

Parliament, after about 1430, were in favour of a protective 

tariff to limit foreign commerce. 11 
••• with a parliament in 

which burgesses formed an infllJential part, the monarch vms forc

ed to consider their interests as well as his own revenue." 27 

But the king was not entirely searchinc; for an increase in his 

own revenues. In a sense he was acting as the protector of the 

consumer, as a check on the over anxious parliament, keeping them 

from excluding all foreign commerce which might force prices to 

skyrocket unnecessarily. It is impossible to prove or disprove 
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this hypothesis, since it is very p(·ssible that government policy 

in the fift€enth century did inflate prices or it is equally 

credible that, due to evaision, smuggling, and other illegal 

pra.ctices, the effect of government limitations was inconsequen-

tial. BUt it remains very pcssible that the king, either through 

conscious desire or purely by the fo·rce of circumstance, found 

himself, like an execu.tive in a modern government, the arbiter 

between a large mass of consumers who lack a method of expres-

sion and a rather vocal representative assembly speaking for the 

marketers of domestic goods. The circumstances ,,.forcing such a 

royal role might take the shape, as I would like to suggest they 

did in fifteenth century England, of a necessity for revenue 

from tariffs. The higher revenues from taxes on foreign commerce 

due to its greater volume would tend to indicate a e;reater com-

parative advantage in the carrying trade for another state. This 

would be expressed in the policy of' the government through a 

tendency to keep at least some of the trade in the hands of those 

aliens. In any case, the Cro~~ was generally the portion of the 

government which advised a go-slow policy in this area. With the 

accession of a king with the opposite opinion, all policy took 

one direction. 
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Chapter IV 

The crisis of 1468 was precipitated by the King of 

Denmark, Christian the First. In 1467, ships from Bishop's Lynn 

landed in Iceland to trade, The story is unclear but for some 

reason, these men killed the govinor of the isl 8"nd along with his 

wife and children. Iceland was a Danish province and so King 

Christian, on 5 June, 146E, seized five ships frrcm Lynn.which were 

sailing off the coast of Jutland. 'I'o the Danes, this vvas a reprisal 

to the town of Lynn for its actions against an officer of the Danish 

Crown, not a general attack on English shipping on Englishmen. 

Sucr.t a municipal view of corr.1nerce had long been discarded in Eng

land, however, and all the merchants of England now felt injured. 

'' ••• there is not evidence that the English Government resented it 

or considered it in any way unreasonable. All the same, the episod_e 

was exasperating, and if the ill-feelinc caused could not be loosed 

off aeainst Denmark, some other object of attack must be found. 111 

The scapegoat became the Hanse and in London, not Ijynn. The Germans 

had long controlled the trade of :Denmark and it was not difficult 
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to associate actions of the Danes with those of the Hanse. "The 

injured merchants had complained against the Hansards, who had 

thereupon been arrested by command of Edward IV.; a heavy fine 

had been imposed on them, and their property in London had been 
' 2 

cortrpulsorily -sold. n The Hansards, of course, complained that this 

waa not their doing and that, in any case, they as a group should 

not be made to suffer for the actions of a small part of the com-

muni ty. Here there is an implied contrarliction. since they insisted 

.the English government was responsible for piratical attacks on 

their ships. Edward was equally inconsistent, however, in that he 

claimed the whole League was to blame but gave special treatment 

to some of its members. 

The .relations of Edward and the hanseatic League to 

1468 are a muddle of continuing delegations by the Hansards and stub-

born rejections of the King, the former insisting on ancient privi-

leges and the latter granting privileges again and again for short 

periods of time. In 1464, a decision was made to hold a general 

diet between England, Denmark, and a number of Hanse tovms at 

Cologne. On the promise of such a conference, the King extended 

rights into 1466. The meeting was set fer June, 1464, and the 

King chose a delegation of four men, a churchman, a doctorand two 

merchants, to speak for him. The men left England and got as far 

as Utrecht where they were stopped and informed that, due to a plague 

and various political disorders throughout northern Europe, the 

towns could not attend. After waiting a period of several weeks, 
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they returned to England. 3 A meeting \'VaS finally held, first set 

for 25 .July, 1.465, but postponed until 19 September, where the 

English delegation was commissioned to discuss peace but not com-

pensation for piratical raids. The meeting broke up in October 

with nothing accomplished since bo.th Lubeck and :BreF,en insisted on 

payment for their losses. 4 Negotiations, discussions, and quar-

reling over granting of safe-conducts continued up to the seizure 

of the Steelyard in 1468. Edward would not have rejected a peaoe 

treaty with the League but he felt strong enough to ne~e his own 

terms. There W<.tS no boycott and no "hot" war at this time so it 

seemed wise to wait. 

The policy of E.dward was expressed in a letter to Ham

burg in January, 1464. Here he sf.-fe/ . 11 
••• his willingness to 

grant a two-years' sa~e-conduct to the merchants of such Hanseatic 

towns as would grant a like saf.e-conduct to English merchants ••• " 5 

This was accepted by Hamburg and such an arrangement was established. 

The King hoped that he could deal with each tovm seperately, 

realizing that the League's only power lay in its unity and that 

the organization lacked a strong central gover.runent to enforce 

united action. He knew the concept of reciprocity had a good 

deal of appeal due mainly to its simplicity and straightforward-

ness. The King continued this attitude of divide and settle when 

' 6 
on 3 ~ctober,: 1465, he signed an alliance with the King of Denmark. 

Only Hamburg seems to have been consistently interested in estab

lishing reciprocal safe-conducts ;/Jd<. the long drawn out quibbling 
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"'ii'./ -erie,. ~..., ... .s 
over time and :place of discussionAleft Edward rather f.rustrated., 

Combined with the settlement with :Burgundy, the o:ppurttmi ty of 1468 

to take action after so many delays must have been something of a 

relief to tl:le vigorous King. 

The Hansards at the Steelyard were jailed and informed 

that if they could not prove their .innocence b;<r lichelmas, they 

wou.ld have to pay a fine of ± 20, 000 which was the estimated value 

of the ships seized. 'l'he King also forced them to loan him ± 1, 000 

which, it was understood, would be put toward the fine if it had 

to be :paid. In: September, the King of Denmark sent a letter to 

Edward stating that the Hansards were not at fault Appeals on 

behalf of these. men came in from the Holy Roman Emporer, the King 

of Poland, and ~he Bishop of Utrecht. The men of Danzig were those 
! 

blamed by the EpgliRh government but no quarter was given to any 

part of the Lealgue for the time being. Policy changed on 20~1ifov-

ember, 1468, whbn the king's council decreed that 
1, 

not paid by 31 January, 1469, the goods which had 
' 
' 

if the fine was 

been confiscated 

would be sold tb cover the fine of± 20. 000 while the commodities 

of the merchantl::> of Cologne were excluded from this. Such a move 

was an obvious attempt to divide one section of the Hanse tOilms 

:from the rest. 

" •• Edwara_ still stuck to his demands, though he was, 

in fact, beginning to regret what he had done."7 Tn January, the 

king's brother-in-law, the Duke of Burgundy, offered to arbitrate 

the matter since he saw in these two forces two of his most powerful 
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potential allies. Edward agreed and consigned the goods to dis-

interested parties until 31 August pending the outcome of J3ur2;un-

dian arbitration. He went so far as to confirm the old privileges 

until that date and also commissioned a delegation to go to Eruges 

to discuss the issues. Edward seemed to have been weakening but 

the results of the Eruges negotiations show an entirely different 

attitude. 

The party, made up of tho :Bishop of Rochester and-a 

number of prominent merchants, left for the Low Countries on 19 . 

May,· 1469, but got a rather harsh reception from the Hansards. 

The latter refvsed to negotiate until CC'mpensation was ,,1ade to the 

l-ondon TTansards for the injury to there.. rPhe English asked for 

time since the King was in bad need of money to fend off a coming 

rebellion in England. The re}resentative of the League would have 

no part of it and the English could not meet any other terms. Vii th 

thr breaking off of this conference, the war began in earnest. 

All Englishmen left Prussia while only Cologners remained in Lon-

don. An embargo on English goods was set up by the Hanseatic -

League in August of the same year prohibiting any trade with 

8 
England and the improtation of any English goods from any source. 

All English shipping was now fair game for Hanse privateers. 

The only success which the English government could 
/.'l>t 

claim in these negotiations was the se;~·a tion of Cologne from 

the rest of the League. In actv.ality, then, it was a contest 

between England and the Vrendish and Prussian towns with those of 
• 
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the Rhine Valley excluded. The reason for this was economic. 

English ships were still not numer-ous enough to carry all of 

England 1 s exports and so the:" ha(l_ to be on good terms vvi th at 

least one part of the Hanse. To make a chink in the wall of 

Hanseatic unity was, of course, not contrary to English desires. 

The first ster' in this direction came on 26 NovembeT, 1468, when 

the King ordered the immediate release with restittltion of all 

goods,of all Cologners who had been arrested with the other 
J' 

Hansards. 
(._""· ~ ': 

"From this time onward KBln definetel.y withdrew 
~-- ~ ._,.,..- ,. .• i·,~ 'i 

from the League."9 After the conference of the summer, 1469, 

when the Cologners decided to stay on in London and to keep all 

the old privileges of the Guildhalla Teutonicorum, they were 

excluded from the League " ••• for their selfishness and disloyalty."
10 

The causes for the seperation of Cologne are more 

than superficial. This city had never been an integral part of 

the most voluminous trade of the League, have never been on its 

more important trade routes, and
1
commodities were generally dif-

ferent. She had always taken a less important role in policy 

decisions. The towns of' the Rhine Valley had been recognized as 

different by the League itself in its organization of the great 

factories as many as three centuries before. The difference had 

become greater over the years and now Cologne especially was 

feeling the change in European trade and trade routes. England, 

to her, was a crucial market while the Baltic basin had fallen 

in relative im'portance. 
r 

11 The res~ction of English privileges 
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in Dan~ig in or about 1460 had given the nhineland towns a chance 

to increase their influence in London at the expense of the more 
. 11 
eastern to·wns." It was only logical for Cologne to seek closer 

ties with England and when J.i;dvmrd gave them an oppurtuni ty to 

break away fi•om the League he offered them a chance for profit 

along wjth the backing of a strong national state. They could 

not refu"Se. 

IJ.'he war was not long, even in medieval terms, ~et it 

was more wiriespreacl and complete in its scope than any of the 

previous skirmishes between England and the Hanse. It has been 

suggested that this period offered the culmination of a large 

number of different complaints on both sides. 12 This is true but 

in a larger sense the issues had become more clear cut. The con-

test was no longer one of a small number of ambitious merchants 

trying to trade in a distant foreign province but a battle between 

a rising commercial power v;i th a large number of rather rich,. 

influential merchants and an already strong commercial power which 

understood that its prosperity and, along with it, power lay in 

its monopoly. By the seizure. of the salt fleet in 1449, Enc;land 

had me1de an enemy of Lubeck, but also she had shown that the 

country lay in a position to challenge and, in fact, to destroy 

the prosperity of all north Ger::1an merchants. By 1468, Edward the 

e 
Fourth, rep;senting her merchants, had laid out specifically for 

the Hansards, a picture of how strong the English were and the 

extent of the challenge. The seperation of Cologne had further 
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demonstrated England's power and importance to the trade of the 

League was great and her influence with certain merr,be:r:·s was not 

inconsequential. This would have given Lubeck and all of the 

League good reason to act decisively against England. The ex-

ternal political situation merely ad.ded to this long list of 

causes. 
' 

As an after thought, it should be mentioned that the / 

actual wal" was an English disaster, To say that it was 11 ,,.a.ll 

t ful 1113 oo success ••• for the Easterlings is an understatement. 

There are no figures available for ships lost or total loss in 

trade but there is little doubt that the English were very badlf 

hurt by the attacks of German privateers. 

Into this confused situation must be added the interna-

tional situation as it stood in the reign of Edward. A Yorkist, 

Edward had set himself on the throne after the battles of St. Albans(!!) 

and Towton in 1461 while his predecessc·r, Henry the :'3ixth, ran 

4round England attempting to gather a large enough force to reclaim 

his throne. The latter was finally captured in 1465 and placed in 

the Tower of London where he was to remain until 1470. Henry was 

incompetent and his party, the Lancastrians, were led. generally by 

his queen, Kargaret of Anjou. She hoped to exclude a Yorkist 

dynasty so that her son, Edward, could eventually assume the throne. 

Her connections were ~~th the French royal house and in 1461 she 
\ 

has fled back to her home across the Channel·. with her son. The 

policies of Edward the Fourth aroused indignation among a number 

\ 
' ~·.· '.' 
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of nobles, especially the young and powe:!:)ful Earl of Warwick. 

The latter's abortive attempt at rebellion was snuffed at Starn-
t: 

ford(l470) and he then fled to France. One of the princi:r{{e com-

.plaints of Warwick was the King's choice of Charles the Bold as 

the husband for Margaret, his sister. The House of York was thus 

tied to a policy of supporting Burgundian interests and made 

the family an enemy of France. Economically and politically this 

seemed wise at the time. Viarwick, ho,Never, opposed it and went to 

France to find support for the deposition of Edward. He turned 

to the Lancastrian party and, guided by Louis the Eleventh of 

France who favoured Henry, returned to England. On his arrival 

in England, 9 September, 1470, Warwick announced that Edward was 

a usurper and that Henry the Sixth was the rightful King of Eng-

land. Edward at this time had been drawn away to the North by a 

decoying action. To add to this, his major force in that area 

had been won over to the Lancastrian camp by one of his most 

tursted commanders, the Nlarquis of Eontagu. With little force 
ff-"'""-'""" 

to meet the now growing army of \',arwi ck, Ed ward es cared by eros-

sing the Wash from Doncaster to Bishop's Lynn. l<'rom there he took 

ship to Burgundy, after almost drowning in the Wash and narrowly 

missing capture by Hanse ships which were out to harass the 

Engl~h coast. After landing at Alkmaar, he finally reached the 

comforts of the Hague on 11 October. 14 

This was all part of the dreary and drawn out v.·ars of 

the Roses. 11 The period ••• Wf.l,s not a generation of continuing cam-

paigns and battles in which the realm was torn by the 'horrors of 
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war.' Warfare came in bursts, inter-posed among periods of peace-

.fulness. Even during the times of intensest strife ••• most parts 

of the kingdom and most Englishmen were not_involved in hostilities, 

and the brief campaigns themselves produced, except among the 

': ·' 15 
lords and their adherents, relatively few casu[~ies." But 

these contests did exert great political pressure. The readeption 

.of his throne by Henry the Sixth changed the entire character of 

English foreign policy. She was now an ally of France and the 

Lancastrian party, as early as 1463, had sought the aid of the 

Hanseatic League. In fact, each side had sought help from the 

Hansards in order to gain the upper hand. 16 A .new and extroidinary 

pressure had now.been added to the vast complex of ·;ftJrce.r on 

Edward and, in fact, on all of English policy toward the League. 

Edward was not one to sit idly by, however, and allow 

Henry and the Lancastrians to rule England. He immediately began 

to plot his return to England and a campaign against the govern-

ment instituted by Warwick. Thanks to the urging of his brother-

in-law, the .Duke of Burgundy, Edward contacted Christian van Geren, 

o:ne of the secretaries of the Hanse factory at Bruges. There is 

a record of a personal meeting between these two men but,"Wir wis

sen nicht, ob und wie die Hanse zu den Antrl!gen Stellung genommen 

hat. ,,l7 After spending the winter in Burgundy, Edward, using the 

Duke,. s money, fitted out four ships. He added to his flotilla 

fourteen vessels of the Hanse. On 2 March, 1471, York boarded 

these ships with~is small force of 2, 000 men and nine days later, 
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having been held up by bad weather, left for Eneland.
18 

He landed 

at Ravenspur, Yorkshire, on the fourteenth and carried on a cam-

paign over the next two months brilliant in its execution. He was 

able to keep his enemies separated and to fight but two pitched 

battles, the second of which was so minor that he himself did not 

even take part in it. The Battle of Barnet(5 April)on a snowswept 

hillside was the deciding contest. Edward's victory there combined 

with the death of many Lancastrian leaders was enough to guarantee 

him the throne. Tevlkesbury, fought about a month later in the West, 

put an end to future problems since here died Edward, the son of 

Henry the Sixth and Queen Margaret. The former King conveniently 

died in the Tower, most likely murdered, almost simultaneously. 

Edward was once again the master of England and could pursue his 

policies without fear of another rebellion. During the entire 

period, ships of the League patrolled the Narrow Seas for the 

Yorkist, acting as his fleet. 19 The question posed by this recon-

quista is why did the hanseatic League aid Edward since he had proven, 

from the day of his accession, to be its avowed enemy. The answer 

is, in actuality, rather simple. 

To say that the hansards feared a sea dominated by 

romanc~states is probably rather radica1 20 but it gives Q'J idea 
,_,...,._.;.,;;;~Jiii>."';$3•' 

of the choice which the LeagJe facad. By such action, the Hansards, 

" ••• had freed themselves from a great danger, and at the same time 

had put the King into great debt to them."21 One of their greatest 

fears was a :F'ranco-Lancastrian alliance aimed at the destruction 
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of Burgundy. 'l'hey were almost committed to an alliance v.i. th 

the Bu~ndians since in this country was the factor;yr of J3ruges, 

economically probably her grea te:cit asset. IJ:'he choice. was between . 

a Burgundian-Yorkist axis or a :B,ranco-Lancastrian one. If she chose 

the latter, the League v;:·uld be forced to change the rcutes of 

her trade. An added problem-was that the French were a strong 

naval power and the Duke of Burgundy desired the support of 

Hanse ships to act as a counterweight. On authority clahDs that 

the League had long been the fyrend of v.-arwick and. the Lancas

trian cause
22 

but this was· notJexactly the case. They were luke-

warm to overtures from that party throl..lehou t the reign of Edward 

the Fourth and certainly "tid not give active support to them dvring 

the Readeption. "The Ransards had been wise enough to see that 

..... 
~enry VI was given up ~holly to the interests of the French, and 

that only from a Yorkist restoration was there anything to be 

gained for themselves. n 23 They had Edward 
11
over a barrel

11 
since he 

needed their help and he could give them all they wanted as to 

privileges in England. The extent of his promises is not known 

but the victory of Edward at Barnet was a greater one for the 

League than for Burgundy. 

~~atever Edward the Fourth promised the Hanse, he 

showed definite signs of going back on his word. Four months 

after his landing at Ravenspur, he granted all the old privileges 

to Color;ne but to no other town. The League immediately descended 

on English merchant shipping and after the successes of the 
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winter of 1471-1472 of the Hanse " •.• Edward was soon glad to 

avail himself once more of Burgundian mediation."24 in Earch. 

The war continued until l July, 1473, when a three month armistice 

was agreed on. A great deal of quibbling went on as to the place 

and time of any nec-otiations. · ·InJfnid.:..Iviay ·of 147 3, two d't/eJ,.f-~ met 

at Utrecht and ~· •• , there seemed to be every reason to hope that 

the quarrel between Edv:ard and the Hanseatic League, which had 

cost both parties dear, would soon be settled and forgotten.n 25 

The negotiations were a muddle but the English were rath0r hor-

rified at the extensive demands of the League. The latter ob-

viously had the upper hand. The English were rather stubborn but 

understood that some sort of co~,~~~~-~.~ was in order. After a --· 
break-off in conversations for a month, finally, on 19 September, 

''a bo·ok in La tin of articles" was produced which was to be known 

26 
as the Peace of Utrecht. Lubeck, Hamburg, Danzig, Dortmund, 

Bremen, and the three factories of Bruges, London and Bergen 

agreed to this. A number of neutral towns and territorial 

• . • . '>. ~ )' 21 
princes added thelr Slgnatures as ~ranj;ers. The treaty 

was ratified, through a long and involved process, in February 

of 1474. 

The provisions of this compact were fovrteen in 

number. The more important provisions included; immediate resump-

tion of trade with the same customs " ••• as of old.", the former 

privileges and liberties of the Hanse in England were to be re-

stored, Hansards were to no longer be subject to the court of the 

,,(··t.· 
't . .., ,. 
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Lord High Admiral of England but to a s:r;ecial court set up by the 

king to hear each seperate dispute, the Steelyards of London, 

Boston, and Lynn were to be restored, England had to pay the Hanse 

·towns ~ 15, 00~ out of Cl.J.stoms revenues to compensate for past 

injuries, the King had to repay a loan of ~ 484, the merchants of 

Cologne were not to be included in this regranting of rights, and 

the king had to assure the q_uali ty and uniformity of Eng·lish cloth. 
28 

' 11 It was since the Peace of Stralsund perhaps the greatest success 

of Hanseatic power politics, a glorious vicmory of the Hanse, having 

been conducted through the diplomacy of the Lubeck mayor, Hein-

29 rich Castorp." · 

1\~ost of the articles are rather straightforward and 

need little explanation. The restoration of privileges and old 

customs alonr; with their three factories was the major purpose of 

the Ler::tgue from the start of the war. The attempt to have English 

cloth standardized was im:r;ractical but an easy concession for the 

English to make and something very important to the Hansards who 

wculd have very much liked to have been guaranteed by the Crown 

that they were buying goods as they were represented. The exclusion 

of Cologne was against the King's wishes and he .ar;reed to it only 

under very heavy and direct pressure from the League. Edward post-

poned this exclusion until 15 June, 1476, but it did not last long. 

On 31 October of the same year, the Cologne merchants informed 

the King that they were reunited with the Hanse and on 26 Novem-

b th . t f L b k d · t · 30 
er, e Cl y o u ec announce the srune 1nforma 1on. The 
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request for a special kine's court was just an attempt at some-

thine; veTy similar to the extra-territoriality rie;hts insisted on 

by nineteenth century imperial powers. hel'e i:t was not a q1.1estion 

of difference in leeal method, but one of fairness. The Harisards 

doubted that the court in London would give them a just hearing. 
~·,~ 

The treaty was a comp;/'mi.se and an attempt to decrease 
/1 , 

the inconvenience of having /tc\ continua],Jy request the Tenewal of 
,.......,,-...,,..~..-.<~·,,.- ·'~"""' '· .~- •. 

privileges along with a desire, on the part of the League, to 

establish her factories in England on a more peTmsnent basis. 31 

1he instructions :)f the King to his commission which was sent to 

make additions and corrections in the 'rreaty. before its ratification, 

show a generally concessive attitude on the part of the Ene;lish. 

For example, concerning four of the articles, the King ordered that 

" ••• the kingis said oratours shalle passe in thaym aftir the 

content of the same, onlesse than they can endure and bring the 

oratours of the Hanse to a more ample and more beneficiall graunte 

t f th k . . b' tt" .,J2 Th' . . t t or a.gremen or e 1ng1s su Je 1s... lS lS cons1s en 

with the whole character of the document in that the representative 

must do what he can to gain anythine possible from the League. 

The Hansards undoubtedly gained a great deal from the 

Treaty. They had been restored; to their old position and had 

been compensated for their losses through piracy. Th<t England 

had not lost ant complet~ly. First of all, this agreement meant 
, ; 

that there we:r;~. now three parts to the anti-Prench coalition and 

thc:.t Edward had a polftical prop against the vigorous policy of 
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33 Burgundy. Secondly, " ••• the right of :2nglish trade in the Baltic 

was preserved, and the position of the Eastland merchants who 

traded. with Prussia was rendered more 34 secure .•• n :3uperficially, 

it seems that a century of enterprise on the part of tbe I'ierchant 

Adventurers in northern waters had yielded nothing bvt the total 

monopoly of the League in the Baltic had been broken. Lastly, 

England had shown that she was not yet powerful enough to assert 

a naval supremacy. The fifteenth century was certainly one of 

great grwoth for English commerce but, as a nation, shff was not 

yet able to control the seas. She was " ••• only yet maldng its 

way through the intermediate or transition stage in this advance 

from having no commerce at all to having a commerce properly her 

own." 35 The peace did offer a period of tranquility in which 

Ene;land could regroup her commercial forces and expand_ her nascent 

economy. vYi th the one hund!'ed year armistice which the Hanseatic 

League sie;ned with France in August, 1473, a one year arrr:.istice be-

tween Englana-and Denmark of the same year which vrns continually 

extended, and the go:meral Treaty of Picquigny between England and 

France(summer, 1475)all the se3 routes were opened again and 

' . 36 
English overseas trade soared. A period o:f peace we.s needed 

:for the English to demonstrate their natural superiority in the 

handling of the carrying trade, The Treaty of Utrecht is an 

admission of an inability to assert naval superiority but then 

again this was a superiority which was not England 1 s and would not 

be :for some time to come. 
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Chapter V 

Epilogue 
< 
I 

The short reign of Richard the Third gives little or 

no indication of a definite policy toward the Hanse. He " ••• had 

far too much trouble on his ovm hands at home to come to make war 

1 
abroad." The policy established at Utrecht was one whjch Richard 

was in no position to ch1mge. :Before his coronation, he issued 

a proclamation which read, in part, " •.• changeth therfor and 

commandeth under peyn of deth that noo manere persone make any 

quarel or unlawfully doo any bodily harmed or hurt to any of the 

said estralmgers or aliens, nor rob be or dispcille any of thaym 
") 

in their goodes or caitailles in any wise."( Parliament was more 

active, passing a number of statutes with reference to industry 

and commerce including the standard poundaee and tunnage and one 

to control the ~ of wool. The former was the fifth bill 

passed oy the Par],iament and made special mention of ttthe Eer-

chaunts of Hance and of Almayne", levying a rather high customs 

3 due. Added to the insecurity of the English throne was the end 

of strong rule in :Burgundy with the death of Charles the :Bold 

(5 Ja.nuary, 1477)at the Battle of Nancy after a series of defeats. 

"The great check on French power v.,ras svddenly revoked ••• ,,4 Even 
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more than ever, the English government needed an ally against Frc.mce, 

a strong naval power. There was one grea.t change during this short 

period, however. " •.• it was during the reign of Richard III. that 

' there commenced a regular trade vli th Italy v1hicl1 steadily increased ··-
year by year."5 The B.attle of Bosworth Field(l485)Jlike every other 

l$ecisive battle in the IHars of the RosesJchanged the character 

of English policies. 

Henry the Seventh r;ave England something which she had 

lacked since the death of Edward the First, that is a strong monarch 

at the head of a unified and stronr; government. In the first 

years of his reign he was forced to move slowly due to the insecu.ri ty 

of his thrcne. The tracle of the Leag·ue 0ffered a good source of 

revenue which the King could net afford to den~r. During his reign, 

the annual income from tc:cres on foreign trade 'increased from ; 30,000 

to ;e 40, 000. "This increase was probably due partly to good 

management; but, in working up his Customs revenue, Henry mainly 

. 6 
relied on increasing trade. He was as much of a "merchant king" 

as Fdward the li'ovrth in that he was alvva~rs searching for ways to 

promote cow.merce. 7 'I'his is shown in his many commercial treaties 

with states all over Europe. In 1490, he gained the rie;ht of 

establishing a wool staple for English merchants in Pisa.~ .f~vsc. 

sailing directly to Italy by Englishmen. In 

/¥?~ c:t treaty with Denmark was signed which permitted direct 

trade from England to Iceland by purchase of a JJanish royal license. 
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'11his was a manifestation of the anti-Hanse feeling in that 

country which Hen~J hoped to exploit. 8 In 1498, he concluded 

a sepera?te commercial agreement with the city of Riga, hoping 

thus to split the League and. open the Russian trade to English 

merchants. This failed, however, due to Hanseatic superiority 

and it v1as not until the route to Archangel was opened in 1553 

9 that trade with Muscovy' opened in earnest. 

J)uring the era of Tudor government, " ••• we may safely 

assert with regard to this. period, that in the interest of the 

balance of trade, traffic was regulated wholly in a protective 

.. t ,,10 spJ.rl. • "Probably the troublous times of the Pretenders had 

shown Henry the advantage of a unified trade which he could use as 

a diplomatic weapon against his foe~ .• 1111 This was demonstrated 

vividly in his commercial policy with reference to the Hanseatic 

League where he found himself in a position neither able nor 

wanting to break their hold on ~nglish commerce while, on the 

other hand, wanting to aid English merchants in competition with 

this combine. 
c 

"Henry VII's policy was an extension and syst~mttiz
l 

.. ing of that of his predecessors, but he placed commercial success 

in the first place and bent all his policy to secure for England 

full and free oppurtur~i'ties for trade. "12 Although in a restric-

ting situation, he found a number of indirect methods to inhibit 

the League. · These included a heayy poll-tax on foreigners resident 

in England, encouragement of cloth manufacture, a charter to the 

Merchant Adventurers giving them even more extensive rights, 
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and the treaty and alliance with Denmark outlined above. 13 In 

1492, he forbade the export of wool by Germans, hoping to cut 

off their shipments to Flanders but in 1504, with a revolt in 

14 Suffolk threatening, he had to revoke the decree. 

It was not intil the reign of Edward the Sixth that 

~action against the League~dramatic and far-reaching)could be taken. 
\ 

This monarch, in 1552, revoked all the Hansards''privileges, stating 

four reasons for the move, all complaining of German dishonesty 

and pointing to the harm being done the realm. Queen Mary the 

First restored the rights but, finally, on 1 August, 1597, ~~een 

Elizabeth the First put an end to all the Hanse privileges in 

England. 15 The League kept possession of the Steelyard and 

continued to trade with England but just as any other foreigners 

would, inhibited by the Navigation Acts which became more and 

more numerous. The land on which the Steelyard stood was finally 

sold in 1853 by the cities of Hamburg, Lubeck, and :Bremen, .the 

last vestige of the Hanse in England thus disappearing. The 

Merchant Staple continued its decline while the Merchant Adven-

turers turned to trade with the Netherlahds where they enjoyed a 

great prosperity. 

Conclusions 

The Treaty of Utrecht was the high point of Hanseatic 

power in England. It was a great success and showed the League as 

a strong power, able to defeat a national state and force that state 
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to agree to almost all of its conditions. The victory of 1474 for 

the Hanse was, however, almost as much of a false victory as that 

of the English in 1437. The latter assumed a strength of the 

English merchant marine which did not exist. The former indicated 

a unity and economic importance which the League did not have(and 

was losing). The Treaty of Utrecht has been seen by most historians 

as a contradiction, as a reversal of a trend and an insult to 

England. The history of the latter fourteenth and the entire fif-

teenth century, they would argue, indicates the rise of the 

overseas commerce of Eneland and the exclusion of alien merchants 

from her shores. These men typify the period as the economic 

corning of age of a country forrne~ly engaged in a colonial trade, 
'"'"'I'', . 

similar to that of China in the nineteenth century. Aliens lived 

inside the country, asked for extra-territoriality, and used their· 

t~chnical superiority to capture the carrying trade. Most his-

torians have been taken in by the simple and straightforward ar-

gument for reciprocity which in the same way captured the minds of 

London merchants in the fifteenth century. Many have seen the com-

mercial problems of this era in thecontext of nineteenth century 

economic thought and the political concepts of the I,iberal party. 16 

No work ,as yet, had taken the problem and considered it in the 

light of modern rationalizations for economic imperialism. 17 

Applying such arguments to the England of the lateT Middle Ages 

would not be incorrect but must be used with an understanding of 

the ability of certain economic groups to dominate. 
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In such a discussion, the point must be kept in mind: 

that t~e Hansards did offer the commodities of the Baltic basin 

in London and that it is doubtful that English merchants at that 

time could have improved on the supply and, therefore, on>the 

p. o. e. prices.Up to the mid-fourteenth century, without the 

German traders, these products would not have been available at 

all in Ene;land. From this time through the reign of Queen 

Elizabeth the First, the question is one of how much power the old, 

now declining, econo~ically colonial power should have. The 

seizure of the Steelyard by Edward the Fourth can then be seen 

in the same light as seizure and nationalization by newly in-

dependent states in the twentieth century. The answer to this 

problem of how much national autonomy economically and when has 

not yet been answered and it is d.oubtfl!l whether a carefl'l 

~xaoination of the fifteenth century will aid in supplying 

' ~n answer. One which haS: already been suggested above and will 

\~e the main criterion in this discussion is one similar to the 

. position taken b:" historians of Liberal leanings. The original 

inspiration is i\dam Smith. The time for change or 

ad<justment
1 
it is assumed, V\rill be shown in the unfolding of events 

(the "invisible hand"). The strength of each side should be 

demonstrated in the events and their ability to shoulder new 

responsibility ought to become obvious. 

The victory of the Hansards at Utrecht meant they could 

continue to traQ,e with the advantages which they had long held. :But 
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the trade had changed in character so that, although on paper the 

old situation existed, in actuality it could not be restored. The 

change in .the commodities of English overseas commerce was great, 

due to the expansion of the cloth industry. The shipping of raw · 

wool to the factories of Flanders decreased while production at 

horne increased. Her main export became cloth and raw materials 

for cloth production, other than 

of her imports. Dyes, woad,r and -
Italy, from Genoa, Pisa, and, to 

wo)?l, b~c~rne an important part 
1<.,, · f l:tA.;;,lr:.rJ. ,·, . 

fuller's ear~ crune north from 

<T • 18 T d some extent, venlce. ra e 

to the Mediterranean grew and, although not declining, the shipment 

of cloth to the Hanse towns emer·ged as less crucial to the 

English economy. nv;hile the passing years found the power of 

the Hanseatic League weakening throughout Europe, their power 

and commerce in England was not materially impaired until the 

middle of the sixteenth century.nl9 In a pclitical sense, their 

power had not changed but economically it had declined. The 

shift to the Mediterranean combined with the Age of Discovery 
!'"~«(" ... ~; .i·:~· '• 

and. the V<:J.rious new oppur?mi tes which this opened to the English 

decreased the importance of their being kept out of the 13al tic. 

The Hansards had control of the products of Prussia 
\ 

which the English needed badly. Hanse trade fell in other areas 

of Europe for various reason, e. g. in F'landers becexse this area 

was not producing the best and cheapest cloth(that was to be found 

in England), e. g. in France because she lost her major export 

to this areat herring, with the rise of the Swedish and Danish 

/ "t 

\ l 

_,J' 
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national states. The basis of Hanseatic trad:.e throughout Europe 

was declining but one important exchange, the products of the 

Prvssian forests for cloth, continued, but now it was transferred 

sole,ly to England. Economically, then, the Hanse was still needed 

t-4 c. 
by England. She had it large number of ships to carry these goods 

which the English lacked. The Treaty of Utrecht confirmed t:be right 

of English to trade in the Baltic, not unrler the most advantageous 

conditions, but to trade. They were unable, even given the de-

cline of the League and the rise of territorial princes, to 
<:. : .: . 

capi u:~(':f'ze on the changes in the East and garneT a large part 
~ 

of this trade. It would seem that, although the League was 

losing out, it still had a greater ability to handle the carry-

inc trade to the Baltic. 

A further point concerningthe inadeCJ.uacy of the 

;.:"' i '~:~)merchant fleet was shown in the war itself when the 

hanse had little trouble in dominating the seas. There was no 
, .. ,·' 

navy maintained by the govetl'fi'€mt and the concept of privateering 

was current but not fully evolved. 11 
••• it would appear that it 

was only for a short time under Henry V that the King's ships 

were numerous enough and important enough to deserve the title of 

a royal navy, something had been done during the fifteenth 

century to create a tradition that the keeping of the seas was 

the duty of the king's ships, which if sometimes employed in trade 

were primarily meant for war. n 20 If England wishecl to assert 

rights as extensive as thoSe she had claimed some sort of a 
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permanent naval force was needed. Even more, if the go4rnment 

was to take the lead, she.should be the one to maintain those 

ships. The English merchant marine was, as yet, not large enough 

to battle the League. The. Hanse tovms had enough craft so thbt 

she could call together a fleet in time of emergency and the 

wealthier towns often maintained a fevr warships at all times, 

Internationally, the League had an advantap:e in that 

it was in the position of an important power for whose support two 

alliances were vying. As a purely commercial organization holding 

t 
only factories in the lands of contestal}f, she could almost pick 

which side would give her what she wanted. Her aim 

was not land but privileges, exemptions from tariffs, lower poll-

taxes, etc., which were rather easy to concede compared to giving 

up a province. The League was still a first-class naval power and, 

thus, an importEmt ally in any war. In any contest, such as the 

one which developed between the Frdnco-Lancastrian and :Burgundian-

Yorkist parties, by the mere character of the League,she would be 

in a good position. / · 

The above argument concer~~~cert~~n 
f .l 

economic ad-
./ 

vantages of the League we>uld be dismissed by one authority. "The 

only generalizntion which.the facts permit is a rough statement 

that the chain of occurrences was of,.)and not an economic order, and 
r • 

was due more to the vicissitudes of governemnt that to the action 

21 
or inaction of merchants." On this point he is correct, but 

he takes this generalization too far. He later makes a more 

I . :ff 

rt 

1 
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l 

,;.~\'a:·i"'~nite statement, this being more correct. 11 1;\hat happened was 

L) J~-F··' that a policy, nationalist in origins and objects, was partly 
-.., • ..,._ .... _,_ .• l~h<"'•' ~ 

neutralized~by a political and military situation on the Con-

tinent, and partly destroyed through the destruction of all policy 

22 
an4 government in the War of the Roses.ry To the first part of 

this statement, there can be little disagreement. The international 

situation did inhibit any policy which was to be followed by any 

English monarch, no matter the policy. But two points need to be 

considered; the origin and inspiration of this "policy, nationalist 

in origins and objects", and the question of "destruction of all 

policy and government in the War of the Roses. 11 

On the question of the origins of policy, 1-~r. Postan 

has fallen prey to a concept outlined by 1.ir. Salter and, to some 

extent, refuted by him. nEdward IV is usually thought of as an 

essentially protectionist king, who pursu<Jd. an essentially mer-

cantilist policy and thereby gained for himself popularity with 

the nation at large and the merchants of London in particular. 

The very favourable terms granted to the Hansards at the Treaty 

of Utrecht are consid.ered not without justice, as a merely temporary 

retrogression made necessary by the help given to the king on .. 
his reinvaiaiin and reconquest of tbe country in 1471. But it 

.__,__ .. _,,,. ..... ,.,.,"""'~·~~··'' ..... '•, 

is, perhaps, too readily assumed that there was a strong national, 

anti-alien feeling in England at the time and that the Hansards 

were a comJ?a.Ct union of towns, with identical interests and com-
1 

I 23 
mon policy~-" The "nationalist policy" ·was actually one inspired 
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~by London merchants and craftsmen just as was the anti-alien 

feeling(e. g. the riots in Southampton). These were the views 

generally expressed by Parliament and undoubtedly the source 

for a large rart of the misconception that such ideas were wide-

spread, authors forgetting that representation in parliar;;ent 

was not. The country as>a whole could not necessarily speak 

its collective mind conerning the Hansards. The importance of 

London during the short periods of internal war gave their voice 

added volume in the councils of government. But to say the 

nationalist policy was one to which England was irretrievably 

commited would be incorrect. The policy of the League was not 

set either, the split with Cologne showing this. To even say 

that the League's desiderata were flolfilled would be wrong since 

such a concept is at best a rather broad generalization. 24rn 

the later fifteenth crfitury, 11 
••• at this time, and for long 

afterwards, the vigorous bu.t wholly protective trade policy of 

Edwal'd IV. and his brother continues to be regarded as the type 

of national leGislation desirable under the circumstances of 

a_foreign competition, too dangerous to be ignored, and too 

benef:i,oial to the retailer and consumer to be safely or success

fully resi~ted."2 5 Although the policy was accepted for many 

years afterwards,· does not demand it be the goal at this time, 

as.Postan might say. The king was under varied political forces 

bu~as is here pointed out, the economic problems posed to the 

consumer by the exclusion of the Hanse trade would have disrupted 
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There are economic factors involved in 

the decision and it is not entirely political. !>!Ioreover, the 

policy is not as broad in its base, as widely applicable, or 

conceived of in as sweeping terms in the time of F.dward the Fourth 

as, I believe, Iiflr. Postan would like to think. 

With reference to the destruction of all government, 

Mr. Postan would have us think that had there been a strong 

government to control the situation at home, it would have car-

ried on a vigorous and restrictive policy toward the League. 

For exq.rnple, concerning the capture of the great Bay salt fleet 

and the subsequent animosity of Lubeck, he says, ''These relations 

between England and Lubeck were a result of a decade and more of 

misgovernment and piracy and the first step towards England's 

defeat in the late sixties and seventies.u
26

But h~~rather short-

sighted on this point. The piratical raid; on the salt fleet 

was a. demonstration of the magnitude of the English challenge 

to Hanseatic superiority at sea and it also showed that a strong 

England could cui off the supply of salt to Lubeck. Certainly 

Lubeck d~d not fight a war for over a quarter century just 

to be rep~yed for this one loss. There is some question, too, 

of whether even a strong government could have controlled these 

pirates, settled in the coves of the south-west and most armed 

with letter of marque, it was hard to tell who was honest and 

who not. .' Anarchy at home did weigh the scales against England27 

but this is based pa:rtly on the theory that extensive promises 
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were made by Ed~~rd the Fourth to the League and partly on the 

theory that more consistent and united action in England would 

have meant greater success in the long run. Edward tried to 

renew the vmr after he regained the throne.and it proved more 

disastrous than before. The short contest after 1471 quickly 

showed Hanse superiority at sea and the necessity of making 

peace at almost any terms. A consistent policy throughout 

the period mie;ht have .made progress but this is pure speculation. 

Even with a strong English government, would not Lubeck have 

realized the problem facing her and made wa,. on :Binclish merchants 

with even greater vigor than she did. The Readeption made 

her problem. more simple but one can never resolve the question 

of whether or not her naval superiority in the sixties and 

seventies was enough to win Me war without the aid of a confused 

international situation. 

The reason for this long contest is sir;:ple. It lay 

in the necessarily aggressive nature of the English trading system. 

The Merchant Adventurers had to earn where the Hanse was established.
28 

As the character of English production changed so did the character 

of her trade. She searched for new r:1arkets and rret With the op-

position of the strongest and oldest C0!1tinuing commercial ccmbine 

in Europe. Her success to 1437 vrc::.s fortunate but felse. The bot-

tom fell out of her hastily constructed house of cards and the 

Treaty of Utrecht returned the situation to about what it had 

been one hundred years before. This victorywas just as false 
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in that the League was losinc its old importance with the Eng-

lish gaining wany riehts which they had struggled and failed to 

attain in the ~e~fi _century. In effect, then, by political 

and military SUperiority and the exploitation of the political 

situation to its fullest, the Leaeue was able to tvrn a century's 

work by: the :Merchant Adventurers to little by one document. · In 

a larger sense, however, England did benefit from the 

Treaty. By being locked ant of the Baltic, she had to search 

through Europe for new markets. This bega+er close economic .k' 

association with the Low Countries which still exists, it sent 

her more enterprising sailors through the 11 Strai t of I1!i.arrock" 

and on to Italy, and se.nt many tra.ders to the New \'iorld after 
<~~.-~ .. ~!~,.·~<> 

0 ,:., •• _.,..._ ••• ~~;,,• ·'·' •• ,.-, .. ~ ... ' ·, 

the expedition of John Cabot. In 1500 "Foreign trade already 

had the men and financial technique best adapted for expansion • 

••• it was looking for oppurtunities."29 Being derrived of the 

Baltic as a trading area mec.tnt that new areas had to be found 

and the opening of and the great exploitation in many parts 

of the world by Englishmen during the Age of Discovery must, 

H· 

in part, be credited to the fact that the Hanse had forced them 

out of the East. 
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Tables and Graph 

The genealogical tables can be found in any text on 

the fifteenth century and are necessary for an understanding of 

the party rivalry which became the V;ars of the Roses. Many names 

are not included here, such as the Earl of Warwick, but a general 

idea is expressed. 

The first of the three tables shows the advantage which 

the Hansards gained, thanks to the carta mercatoria, with reference 

to the export of three different types of cloth. The second table 

from Lipson and that from E. E. Power indicate the shift which is 

the most important change in English commerce and industry in this 

century. The large and often confusing graph(E. Nf. Carus--Wilson, 

Medieval llilerchant Venturers(London, 1954), to face p. xviii of the 

Introduction)is a vivid demonstration of this trend. The actual 

size of trade can be seen while the gar)s in data show periods of 

internal strife. Note also, the great fluctuations from year to 

year, especially in the wool trade. Over certain periods of time, 

a depression is distinguishable(e. g. 1450-1460)but the overall 

trends are obvious, not only the shift in commodities hut also 

the increase in the relative share pf the English. 
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